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NORWAY AND ITS GLACIERS.
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our own country had them in some remote and dateless age,
ere, mayhap, the introduction of man upon our planet. There
are other respects in which it is representative rather of the
It still retains its ori
past than of the present of Scotland.
ginal forests, and presents, over wide areas, an appearance
similar to that which was presented by the more mountainous

parts of our own country ere the formation of our great peat
mosses.
The range of the Grampians, when first seen by
Agricola, must have very much resembled, in its woody
covering, the southern Highlands of Norway at the present
day. Professor Forbes, on nearing the Norwegian coast, was
struck, on first catching sight of the land, by the striking

resemblance which it bore to some of the gneiss tracts of the
mainland of Scotland and the Hebrides.
The gneiss islands
of Tyre.e and Ooll first occurred to his mind; and " doubt
less," he says, "the same causes have produced this similarity

of character, acting in like circumstances.
Both belong to
that great gneiss formation so prevalent in
Norway, and also
in Scotland, with which few rocks can
compare in their re
sistance to atmospheric action and mechanical force.
In
both cases they have been subjected for ages to the action of
the most tremendous seas which wash
any part of Europe;
and they have probably been abraideci by mechanical forces
of another kind, which have given the rounded outlines

to even their higher lulls."
As, however, the Professor ap
proached the shore, he became sensible of a grand distinction
between the mountain scenery of Norway and the Scotch
Hebrides.
It was the Scotland of eighteen hundred
years
On closer observation," he
ago on which he was looking.
" I
says,
perceived that the low, rounded, and rocky hills
which I had at first believed to be bare were almost
every
where covered, or at least dotted over, with woods of
pine,
which, descending almost to the shore, gave a peculiarity of
character to the scenery, at the same time that it afforded

